
Louisiana. The state of the highest incarceration rate per capita in the world. Greater than
north korea, and Chinese prisons. The highest amount of population loss of any state.

The nazi regime in Louisiana is prevelant. It's definitely an accurate depiction of social
structure.

The ONLY state with parishes. Why would I call it a nazi establishment? Why would anyone?

Https://tinyurl.com/anslingernazi guves you an accurate account of how Henry Anslinger has
Nazi ties and his laws and interests influenced Jim Crowe laws. Racist, and Nazi in both
accounts.

So how does this relate to the vernacular of the parish?

The state of Louisiana is established by the church. The roman Catholic church is only
established religious régime of perspective structure, that utilizes the word Parish. To be a
member of the parish, makes one a parishioner. I forgave my parishioner rights because of
the roots of the vernacular of legislative structure in the state. I am no longer a member of
the parish, or, the community by foregiving such rights. I did this in December, prior to being
falsely declared as incompetent and an illegal order of commitment being filed.

So how is this nazi related?

In January, 1933 Adolf Hitler took his stance as chief executive of his country. 15 years prior
his predecessor defeated Germany. He was raised in the Roman Catholic Church.

Anslingers roots of nazi Germany, influenced jim crowes laws to be what they are today. The
end result is today's culture of Louisiana being a Napoleonic law construct, based in nazi
influence. Any way you cut it. We do not have communities. We do not have counties. We
have church parishes.

Even laws such as 14:1701 ritualistic acts, are based in the Catholic Almighty God, foregoing
any separation of church and state, and ultimately destroying the federal laws against
freedom of religion and religious beliefs.

In lockdown, after suffering a bonefide seizure and declared malingering as a cover by the
jail nurse, who decided to practice medicine without a license, the force jews, muslims,
hindus, and anyone not of their faith to eat porkbased meals, even after no‐pork trays are
requested via the medical staff.

Violation of religious beliefs in jail are prominent in this prison system for profits.

This is a human rights violation and should be addresses, but cannot be as it violates the
strict structure of Napoleonic rules of the Catholic church and naziesque regulations within.

https://tinyurl.com/anslingernazi
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In Louisiana, diversity has no place. In Louisiana, freedom is a myth. In Louisiana, love is
segregated. In Louisiana, unity is racist.

United as one Divided by none I ask the world to unite and change our structure from
parishes to counties. From parishes boundaries to counties.

Expect us
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